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Recent papt::rs have shown that J$?=, P(k) = lim,,, (P(m) - l l P(1)) exists whenever the 
sequence of stochastic matrices {P(k))” k=l exhibits convergence to an aperiodic matrix P with a 
singfe subchair c;closed, irreducible set of states). We show how the limit matrix depends upon P( 1). 
In addition, ure prove that lim,,,,, limn+os (P(n + nz) l l l P( m + 1)) exists and equals the invari- 
ant probabhility matrix associated with P. The convergence rate is determined by the rate of 
convergence of {P(k)}rzI towards P. 
Examples :are given which show how these results break down in case the limiting matrix P has 
multipfe subchains, with {P(k)}:=1 approaching the latter at a less than geometric rate. 
In two recent papers by Anthonisse and Tijms [1] and Chatterjee and Seneta [3], 
the asymptotic behaviour was studied of backwards matrix products of the type 
PO l l l P(k) asn+m; k=l,2,..., (1) 
where {P(na)}~~ =: 1 is a non-stationary N-state Markov chain. In this paper we extend 
the results given for the case, where 
Matrix products of the type (1) are strongly related to the forward products, known as 
inhomogeneous Markov chiains, anld studied in an extensive literature that started 
with the papers by Hajnali [7] (ciE. [9], [12] and [13] for a survey of the pre 
state of the art). 
The backward matrix products alrise 6.:. 
(a) in estimiate modification processes, where n individuals eat 
estimate of some unknown quantity, enter information exchan 
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readapt their estimates in an (infinite) sequence of iterations (cf. De Groot [5], ancl 
Chatterjee and Seneta 131 and Dalkey [4]); 
(b) in non-stationary Markov Decision Processes when analyzing the total reward 
in a planning period of n epochs as n tends to infinity (cf. Morton and Wecker [ 111, 
and Bowerman [2]); 
(c) when applying value-iteration methods to Markov Decision Processes the 
transition probabilities of which are unknown in advance, in the sense that only 
sequences of (converging) approximations can be obtained (cf. Federgruen and 
Schweitzer 161). 
Let W(r, k) be the stochastic matrix defined by 
U(r,k)=P(r+k)- -P(r+l), k=l,2,...; r=O,?,.... (3) 
The sequence (P(k)}FC1 is said to be ergodic (in a backwards direction) if 
lim U(r, k) = U?(r)', r>O, (4) k+oo 
where D(r) is obviously a probability vector, i.e. D(r) 2 0 and xi D(r)i = 1. Ergodi- 
city of {P(k)} = r 1 was shown in Chatterjee and Seneta [3, Theorem 5 and corollary] 
for the case, where P is aperiodic and unichained (i.e. has a single irreducible closed 
subset of states) and can equally be obtained by a mere adaptation of the proof of 
‘Theorem 1 in Anthonisse and Tijms# [l]. Also in these papers the convergence in (4) 
was shown to be geometric. Hence we have: 
Lenama 1. Assume that P is unichained and aperiodic. Then limk,, U(r, k) == 
lD( r)‘, where there exist numbers M > 0 and i, s h < 1, with 
I[U(r,k)-lD(r)‘]ijlSMA’; r,k=l,2 ,...; i,j=l,..., N. (5) 
Note that the rate of convergence of { U(r, k)}z=l is independent of the ratle at 
which (P( k)}T= 1 approaches p. 
In this note we characterize the asymptotic behavior of {D(r)}zl, as is especially 
required for the application mentioned under (c). First, however, we observe that 
D(r) iza;: heavily depend upon P(r + l), the first matrix in the product. Note that, by 
(3) and (4): 
D(r)’ = D(r + l)‘P(r + i). 6) 
In particular D(r) is strictly positive if P(r + 1) is, and D(r) has a zelro if P(r) has a 
column of zeros. 
Before characterizing the asymptotic behaviour of {D(r)}: 1, M’e first need to 
introduce the following notions. First for any matrix ~4 = [Aij], let its norm be given 
bY 
IIAII = max C lAiil (7) 
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and def ne its delta coefficient S(A) by 
S (A.) = 1 - $.n ,zl min(Aij, Aki) 
*= 
(which is one minus the ergodic coefficient, cf. e.g. [9, p. 1441). The following lemma 
recalls a number of elementary properties of the norm and delta-coefficient: 
Lemma 2. (a) For any pair of matrizes, IlAB s llAllllBll. 
(b) Lf A and B are stochastic mq I. ._F. k.s, then &LIB) 2~ S(A) S(B). 
(c) If B is a stochastic matrix, and A is any matrix with Al = 0, then IlAB 
IlAll a(B). 
(d) For any aperiodic and rntchained (stochastic) matrix A, 
(1) O=gS(A”)<I fora/ln~~N(N+I), 
(2) C;“=, S(A’) c 00. 
Proof. (a) Note that Cj Ia&ij[ c (xi laijI)(Cj 16iil); 
(b) cf. Lemma V.2.3 in [9]; (c) cf. Lemma V.2.4 in [9]; (d) (1) immediate from the 
combination of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.4 in Chapter II of [ 131. To verify (d) (2) 
note that in view of parts (b) and (d) (1): 
f S(A’)s f S(k N(N+:)) 12/N-1(N+1)-1 1 < oo, 
I=0 1 -‘o 
where lx] indicates the largest integer less than or equal to x. 
The next theorem shows that 1~’ appears as the limit matrix when both r and k 
tend to infinity in the matrix product U(r, k); in addition the rate of conve 
specified. Related results for forward products were recently obtained in 
Isaacson and Vinograde [8]. Let {E k T= 1 be a non-increasing sequence of positive } 
numbers such that lIP(k) - Pll s E&, k = I, 2, . . . . 
Theorem 3. L,et {P(n)}:= 1 be a sequ.ence of converging stochastic matrices witEz 
IIP(k) -PII s Q, k = 1,2, . . . and {E~}&.JO. 
Assume that P is unichained and aperiodic, and let w be the associated 
stationary probability distribution. Then 
lim lim U(r, k) = !i% W(r)’ = 1~’ 
r+cca k-+oo 
and 
. We Ehow that there exists a scalar 
IIU(r,k)-PkllSKer+l forallr=0,1,2,...: kzl, 
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Eqs. (9) and (IO) follow from (11) by letting I& tend to infinity, and using the 
aperiodicity and unichainedness of P. 
In view of Lemma 2, part (d) (2) it is sufficient to show: 
IIU(r, k) - P&ii s &r+l 1 +&f* S(p) ( > forallr=O,l,...; I=1 
k=l,2,.... (12) 
Fix r a 1. Mite that (12) holds for k = 1 and assume it holds for some k. Then, 
fs IIP(r + k + l)llllU(r, k) - P”ll+ IIP(.r + k + 1) - P1[6(Pk) 
s &r+l 
( 
1 + kil S(P)) + Er+k+l 8(Pk) 
I=1 
where the first inequality follows from parts (a) and (c) of Lemma 2. This proves (12) 
by complete induction with respect o k. 
Example 1 below shows that the upperbound for the rate of convergence of 
{D(r)}zl towarmds 7~ is the sharpest possible one: 
Example 1. Let 
Verify that U(r, k) = P(r + 1) for all k, and that P’ = P and S(P) = 0. 
IIence K = 1 and & ID( - wjl= &+I, where E, = /P(r) - PII = 2ar,. 
We complete this paper by showing that the above mentioned results may break 
docvn in case either the aperiodicity or the unichainedness assumption in Theorem 3 
are abandoned. 
First of all, one should observe from the extreme case, where {P(n)}:=1 = {P}T=I 
with P aperiodic but multichained (i.e. having multiple subchains), that the limit 
matrices U(r) of the sequences {U(r; k)}r= 1 for any fixed r = 0, 1, . . . will fail to have 
equal rows; likewise if P is periodic, the sequences { U(r, k)}T=l fail to converge. 
As a further elucidation, consider the case where N = 2 and where the limit matrix 
P is the 2 x a-identity matrix. Example 2 below shows that {P(n)}TG1 can be chosen 
such that both rows of the sequence {U(r, k)}T=r for any r = 1,2,. . . , converge to 
any preassigned probability vector on the state space { 1,2}: 
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Example 2. Fix a probability vector (p, 4). For 0 s M < 1 set 
F(l-u)= 
C 
1-qu qu 
Pu 1 1-gu ’
Then F(x)F(y) = F(xy). Choose P(n) = F(l - u,) with {u,,}T=r satisfying the pro- 
perties 
(i) u,+Oasn+m; 
(ii) C, un = 00. 
Conclude that P(n)+ I, as n -,a; nzCI (1 -u,~) =0 (cf. [lO, Theorem lf;.l4]), 
and for k+a 
U(r,k)=P(r+k). l l P(r+l)=F((l-u,+& v l (l-u,+~))-*F(O)= 
Finally, Example 3 below shows an example where {U(r, k)}p=, fails to converge 
in spite of the limit matrix P being aperiodic. IObviously, the failing of the sequence 
(U(r + l), k)}T=l to converge 
P(r + 1) has equal rows. 
Example 3. Let IV = 3 and let 
P(1) 
does not prevent { Ui(r, k)};f+ to converge, e.g. if 
P be the 3 x 3-identity matrix. Set 
with (x, and &, non-negative and tending to zero. Then 
1 1 
[ x(n) 1 
0 
P(n) 0 l 0 P(l)=: 1 -x(n) 1 
1 1 
, 
01 . 
(131 
wherex(n)=ar,+(l-cw, -&)x(n - 1). Now choose 
cyn = l/k and &, = 3 if2*” <n d22k+1, k a 1, 
an =0 and pn = l/iic if 22k+1 <n ~2*~+*, k 2 1. 
Then U(1, n) does not converge, in viiew of {x(n)}~= 1 having several limit-points: 
~(2.221+1)+_~)***+’ 42*P+l)+O, ask+oc> 
l-x(2.. 2**)=(l-~)~2k(l-x(2”))+o, ask+os. 
IVe conclude from the above examoles that the limiting behavi 
{ U’(r, k)}F=l may exhibit all kinds of irregularities, in case the limit matrix has 
multiple subchains, and in case the convergence rate of (P(n)}:= I-=+ 
slow. As a contrast, whenever the rate of convergence of {P($z)}~~ 1 
whenever there exist numbers M :!B 0, and 0 6 A < 1 such that 
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JP(n)ii-PiiIsMA”, nal; i,j=l,...,N. (14) 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 can be extended to the general multichaln case, as was 
shown in Corollary 3 in Federgruen and Schweitzer [6], which we state for the sake of 
completeness: 
Proposition 4. Assume (14) holds. 
(a) If P is aperiodic, then limk,, U(r, k) exists, for all r 3 1, where the rate of 
convergence is geometric. 
def 
I h) If P is aperiodic, then lim,,, limk,, U(r, k) = lim,,, P” = lI, where the outer 
limit is approached geometrically as well. 
l c) lim,,, limk,, U(r, k) exists if and only if P is aperiodic. 
(d) If P has period J 2 2, (i.e. P’ is aperiodic), then limk+a U(r, kJ + s) exists for all 
r, s 2: 2 and the rate of convergence is geometric. 
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